
Increase in Tax-Deferred Investment Volumes Spawns New Entrants
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With expectations that investor demand for structured tax-deferred exchanges will continue to
grow, Louis J. Rogers, a seasoned player in the sector, has set up his own shop, Capital
Square Realty Advisors.

The Richmond, Va., advisory operation has completed its first transaction. Late last year, it paid
$20.8 million, or $185.70/sf, for the Riverwood Corporate Center, a 112,000-square-foot office
building in suburban Milwaukee and has completed syndicating the $6.5 million of equity
needed to buy the property through a Delaware statutory trust, or DST.

Capital Square is one of what is expected to be a growing list of entrants into the sector, which
at the market's peak had some 80 sponsors. Last year, in contrast, only seven sponsors
participated in the DST market.

Those seven raised some $240 million of equity through structured tax-deferred property
exchanges. That was up slightly from 2011, but expectations are that volumes this year will
climb sharply. Indeed, volumes started increasing near the end of last year, to roughly $10
million raised weekly from about $1 million/week in 2011, according to Omni Real Estate
Services of Salt Lake City. Final data for the first quarter are not yet available.

"Business is up dramatically," Rogers explained, adding that volume changes in the
tax-deferred sector typically follow those in the overall real estate market.

During its peak year of 2006, $3.65 billion of equity was raised through such exchanges, which
allow property owners to defer any capital-gains tax liability as long as proceeds are re-invested
in similar properties.

The hefty volume in 2006 was driven by investors selling their properties and reinvesting
proceeds in other properties. In 2007, $2.8 billion was raised. Then volumes started falling
dramatically in lockstep with conditions in the broader real estate market. In 2010, the sector's
trough, only $170 million of structured tax-deferred deals were done.

Much of the business in the tax-deferred sector had been done through tenant-in-common, or
TIC, structures. Those allow investors who have cash proceeds from a property sale to
co-invest their capital with that of 34 other investors, each of whom would own an undivided
fractional share in a replacement property. That co-investing of capital allows investors to
effectively leverage their equity. An investor who might have, for instance, generated proceeds
from the sale of a four-family house would then be able to parlay those proceeds into a larger
apartment property.
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But because lenders have shied away from lending against properties owned by TICs - because
of the complications that would arise in a workout or bankruptcy - most structured tax-deferred
exchanges are now organized as DSTs, which permit up to 499 investors. Lenders are more
willing to provide financing against properties owned by such entities because the trusts
themselves, instead of the individual investors, hold title to collateral properties.

Most DSTs are structured to be passive. As a result, many tend to invest in net-leased
properties, where tenants pay for maintenance, insurance and taxes. But most traditional
net-leased properties - retail stores leased to national companies - have become commoditized,
and returns have fallen, because of strong demand, primarily from REITs, both traded and
non-traded.

So Capital Square is taking a slightly different approach to its investments. It's targeting
primarily office and industrial properties that are occupied by investment-grade tenants under
net leases that include rent increases during their terms. That's exactly the case with
Riverwood, which is leased to ProHealth Care Inc., a regional healthcare company. ProHealth
houses its corporate headquarters and a data center in the property.

The company will also pursue multifamily properties. But in order to make those investments
palatable to DST investors, it would structure those with a master lease. Capital Square would
master lease the property and pay a monthly rental fee to the DST. It would then be responsible
for leasing individual units and managing the property.

But finding suitable deals for DSTs has become extremely challenging. According to Rogers,
Capital Square reviewed perhaps 100 potential investments before finding an appropriate deal.
"Our DST parameters are very precise and inflexible," he said, in order to "develop a safe,
secure and profitable investment."

A typical DST sponsored by Capital Square has 25-50 investors and would target a property
with a value of $10 million to $20 million. It, like most other DST sponsors, syndicates equity
through a broker-dealer network.

Its aim is to offer its clients fees that are lower than what other DST sponsors charge. Investors
in a typical DST investment would face a 6 percent broker-dealer fee, a 1 percent marketing fee
that also goes to the broker-dealer and an acquisition fee to the sponsor that's typically 4
percent. Capital Square aims to charge substantially less in its DST investment programs.

Comments? E-mail Orest Mandzy, or call him at (267) 247-0112, Ext. 211.
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